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Sarah tries to hide her magical abilities
from an oppressive government, but when a
Silver elf, Micah, from a parallel world
visits her and shows her the Otherworld they
decide to work together to protect her
family.
Angel leaves Manila for snowy Chicago, taking
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a tradition of protest—and
some old family
hurts—with her.
"At first glance, few would guess that Luna
and Cullan Bodman are siblings. Cullan,
efficient and serious, is rarely out of a
business suit. Luna reads palms and tarot
cards, and loves flowing skirts and dangling
jewelry that matches her unconventional
spirit. Still, her artistic eye is an asset
to the family's furniture restoration
business. When Cullan stumbles across
something unexpected in a piece he just
acquired, and a client of Luna's reveals more
than they should in a reading, the two put
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At
stake is the future of a billion-dollar
corporation, and as Luna and Cullan quickly
discover, there are people who will stop at
nothing to get what they believe they're
owed"--Provided by publisher.
The Luna Legacy is the third historical
thriller in The Torcal Trilogy. It follows
the award-winning The Grotto's Secret and The
Sacred Symbol. Each book is a stand alone
story, but you may enjoy reading the series.
In 1492, masquerading as Cristóbal Colon's
trusted envoy, Ana-María de Carbonela is in a
dangerous predicament. Living as a man and
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pregnant with Christopher
she is given a secret mission by Queen
Isabella to find and protect an ancient
secret. But Ana-Maria is not alone in
searching for this secret. Will she be able
to stand up to the might of the leaders of
Aragón and their powerful hidden agents? Or
will this ancient secret fall into dangerous
hands? In the present day, Nina Monterossa
races across Europe to help Skye Coventina
find out the truth about her father's strange
death, linked to the mysterious birthmark
Nina and Skye's father share. After
discovering she is the last Luna, Nina is
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hunted from rural
to Butterfly
Cork and across
Egypt by a man who will do anything to get
his hands on an ancient and powerful Luna
relic. Can she save the world's heritage The Luna Legacy?
The True Story of a Girl Who Lived in a Tree
to Save a Forest
Luna Farming Legacy
A Porcion of Edinburg
Luna: Moon Rising
The Big Old Rambutan Tree
One Makes the Difference

The revelations on Mars -- a half-million year-old
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legacy of the vanished star-traveling Builders -have fed the flames of catastrophic war. A
beleaguered United States and its Russian and
Japanese allies struggle to hold their own
against the indomitable forces of the enemy
United Nations. The bloody conflict that has
swept over the home planet now rages across
the blackness of space -- with the U.S. Marine
Corps in the vanguard, leading the charge as
always. But Mars is not the sole repository of
alien wonders. The Earth's moon hides
unsettling mysteries of its own-and dangerous
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secrets pointing toward an unstoppable threat
advancing from somewhere beyond the solar
system. And as scientists on both sides ract to
utilize technology they have only barely begun to
comprehend, the UN makes the opening move in
a gambit that could end the hostilities quickly
and decisively by bringing about the death of
millions...without the aid of alien-inspired
weaponry. A bad situation worsens by the
nanosecond. And that means it's time to call in
the Marines -- to make a life or death stand on
the gray shores of Luna.
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From USA Today Bestselling author brings a
new sexy, small town, Billionaire romance.
"Luna Kaufman was one of only two family
members to survive the Holocaust. She and her
mother lost her father, sister, and other relatives
in the death camps. Having come to terms with
her Holocaust experiences, today she is a
tireless champion of Jewish-Christian
understanding, having been inspired by the
charismatic Sister Rose Thering, a Catholic nun
who led the fight to eliminate anti-Semitism from
school textbooks. Luna's Life is more than an a
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memoir - far more. Reflecting upon the people
and events of her life, Luna Kaufman teaches the
truest and most profound meaning of
forgiveness and reconciliation under
circumstances unimaginable to most people.
She has been sharing this spiritual message with
youngsters for many years, even as she raised
her own family and remained active in her
Jewish faith tradition and many philanthropic
activities. The key to Luna's Life is, indeed, life!
There are few books you will ever read that will
move you as much and inform you as well about
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the reality of Jewish-Christian relations today as
this one." - back cover.
Every week Luna looks forward to one special
day: the day when she discovers magic among
the library shelves; the day she gets to spend
with her dad. Exploring the books, Luna and her
dad find magic, mystery and even start to mend
their own history. An inspiring story from one of
the UK's greatest up-and-coming award-winning
poets for children, perfectly captured in all its
flights of fancy by newcomer Fiona Lumbers.
Endorsed by Amnesty International: "This is a
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touching reflection on the power of reading to
bring families together; Fiona Lumbers’
illustrations convey Luna’s vivid inner life, while
Coelho’s lyrical style celebrates the joyful
curiosity of early childhood." Amnesty
International "An ode to love and different kinds
of families, with lyrical text and richly coloured,
warm illustrations." Irish Independent, Best
Books of 2017
A Journey of Forgiveness and Triumph
Luna's Life
Inspiring Actions that Change our World
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Blessed Wisdom from the Garden
Book One of the Luna Family Chronicles
A Legacy of Nightmares
Winner of the PEN/Open Book Award Winner of The
Story Prize Spotlight Award A kaleidoscopic portrait of
five generations scattered across Asia and the United
States, Inheritors is a heartbreakingly beautiful and brutal
exploration of a Japanese family fragmented by the
Pacific side of World War II. A retired doctor is forced to
confront the moral consequences of his wartime actions.
His brother’s wife, compelled to speak of a fifty-year-old
murder, reveals the shattering realities of life in Occupied
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granddaughter winds her way back East, pursuing her
absent father’s secrets. Decades into the future, two
siblings face the consequences of their greatgrandparents’ war as the world shimmers on the brink of
an even more pervasive violence. Grappling with the
legacies of loss, imperialism, and war, Inheritors offers an
intricate tapestry of stories illuminating the complex ways
in which we live, interpret, and pass on our tangled
histories.
Discovering an orphaned tiger cub at the bottom of the big
old rambutan tree, an intelligent and gentle orangutan,
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named Ginger,
him and brings
child, despite the warnings from the other orangutans
about tigers being their natural enemy, and that Ginger
would one day become the tiger’s dinner. Ginger teaches
the tiger cub all she knows about the world, and how to
live like an orangutan. The tiger grows up on a diet of
leaves, fruit, honey, insects and bird’s eggs, but he
hungers for something more satisfying to eat. When the
tiger’s instinct for hunting gradually appears and his
appetite for fresh meat becomes too overpowering, the
two friends realise that they have to part company, but
their deep bond of friendship remains strong and as the
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human encroachment threatens the rainforest with fire and
Ginger’s life is in danger, a trusted old friend comes to her
rescue. A sensitive story which reveals the plight of
orangutans and other wildlife as they fight for survival in
their ever-diminishing rainforest habitat, which is directly
due to the activities of human development and the need
for land to grow palm and other crops. With 100 percent
of proceeded being donated to Orangutan Outreach comes
a tale of hope as the strong bonds of friendship are
showcased through the struggles to survive in the
threatened Sumatran rainforest.
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novel aboutHill
two teens who fall in

love despite their families being caught in a bitter
rivalry"-On December 18, 1999, Julia Butterfly Hill's feet touched
the ground for the first time in over two years, as she
descended from "Luna," a thousandyear-old redwood in
Humboldt County, California. Hill had climbed 180 feet
up into the tree high on a mountain on December 10,
1997, for what she thought would be a two- to three-weeklong "tree-sit." The action was intended to stop Pacific
Lumber, a division of the Maxxam Corporation, from the
environmentally destructive process of clear-cutting the
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ancient redwood
and the
trees around
immediately next to Luna had already been stripped and,
because, as many believed, nothing was left to hold the
soil to the mountain, a huge part of the hill had slid into
the town of Stafford, wiping out many homes. Over the
course of what turned into an historic civil action, Hill
endured El Nino storms, helicopter harassment, a ten-day
siege by company security guards, and the tremendous
sorrow brought about by an old-growth forest's
destruction. This story--written while she lived on a tiny
platform eighteen stories off the ground--is one that only
she can tell. Twenty-five-year-old Julia Butterfly Hill
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become
what some

Rosa Parks of the environmental movement. Shenever
expected to be honored as one of Good Housekeeping's
"Most Admired Women of 1998" and George magazine's
"20 Most Interesting Women in Politics," to be featured in
People magazine's "25 Most Intriguing People of the
Year" issue, or to receive hundreds of letters weekly from
young people around the world. Indeed, when she first
climbed into Luna, she had no way of knowing the
harrowing weather conditions and the attacks on her and
her cause. She had no idea of the loneliness she would
face or that her feet wouldn't touch ground for more than
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eyewitness to the attempted destruction of one of the last
ancient redwood forests in the world, nor could she
anticipate the immeasurable strength she would gain or
the life lessons she would learn from Luna. Although her
brave vigil and indomitable spirit have made her a heroine
in the eyes of many, Julia's story is a simple, heartening
tale of love, conviction, and the profound courage she has
summoned to fight for our earth's legacy.
Poems and Illustrations from the Earth
Hidden
Luna
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A Novel
Luna Marine:

A teenage girl's search for self takes her to England.
A seductive and spellbinding sequel to J.M.
Wallace's A Legacy of Darkness Do not trust the
honeyed words of men... If only Shaye had known
which man the seer had been referring to. Still torn
between King Sorin, the man she has grown to know
and trust, and Bastian, the boy she once loved,
Shaye realizes she has made a grave mistake. The
blight is still spreading through the kingdom and
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Shaye finds herself trapped in the enemy's camp,
with dark magic coursing through her veins. Now
she must fight the Nefari from within their own
ranks, or risk allowing the dark magic to consume
her until she becomes one of them. While Shaye
rages a battle within the camp and within herself,
Sorin must gather a force unlike any Asterion has
ever seen. In a race to retrieve the second relic,
rescue Shaye, and defeat the Nefari army, Sorin
must once again turn to unlikely allies. But when met
with a monster from the Beyond, it is clear to Sorin
that there is far more at risk than his crown. A battle
for their land and their lives is coming. Will Shaye
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and Sorin's efforts be enough? Or will Asterion, a
country known for its beauty and prosperity, become
a place of unimaginable nightmares? Gripping and
action-packed, A Legacy of Nightmares is an
adrenaline-filled, high fantasy of sword and sorcery,
mythical creatures, and a charming cast of
characters, perfect for fans of Cinda Williams Chima
and Sarah J. Maas.
When penniless businessman Mr Bedford retreats to
the Kent coast to write a play, he meets by chance
the brilliant Dr Cavor, an absent-minded scientist on
the brink of developing a material that blocks
gravity. Cavor soon succeeds in his experiments,
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only to tell a stunned Bedford the invention makes
possible one of the oldest dreams of humanity: a
journey to the moon. With Bedford motivated by
money, and Cavor by the desire for knowledge, the
two embark on the expedition. But neither are
prepared for what they find - a world of freezing
nights, boiling days and sinister alien life, on which
they may be trapped forever.
Frank Cruz is a sardonic post-punk of 30. Born a
bouncing baby girl - Francisca - to parents tangled in
a doomed love affair, inheritor of his father's
wanderlust. Left a crumbling photo of a beautiful
woman at his father's deathbed. Fleeing to New York
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City, where he meets Nathalie - eccentric, gorgeous,
sharp-tongued: the spit of the woman in the portrait.
Love - seven happy go lucky years. And then in
September 2001, the sky falls apart...
Luna Loves Library Day
Becoming
The Light of Luna Park
The Sisters of Luna Island
Karrawirra Parri
Book 8 in The Grey Wolves Series
A full-color, oversized, hardcover tome that faithfully
adapts the original Japanese material, detailing the
creation of the most recent entry in the Final Fantasy
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saga! Final Fantasy XV's world of Eos is filled with
wonderous scenery, larger-than-life creatures, diverse
cultures, and treacherous foes. Experience hundreds of
pieces of detailed design work composed lovingly for
fans of the unique sci-fi fantasy world. This volume
collects complex lore, insightful commentary,
comprehensive data, and dazzling concept art, all
beautifully bound in this richly detailed hardcover!
Square Enix and Dark Horse Books present a superbly
curated collection of Final Fantasy XV content that any
fan will cherish.
A couple, on vacation in England, are taken to an estate
for tea. To their surprise, other guests have been invited
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as well. Their skepticism turns to terror and horror when

the guests start dying in odd and violent fashions.
A Dragon is dead. Corta Helio, one of the five family
corporations that rule the Moon, has fallen. Its riches are
divided up among its many enemies, its survivors
scattered. Eighteen months have passed . The
remaining Helio children, Lucasinho and Luna, are under
the protection of the powerful Asamoahs, while Robson,
still reeling from witnessing his parent’s violent deaths, is
now a ward--virtually a hostage-- of Mackenzie Metals.
And the last appointed heir, Lucas, has vanished of the
surface of the moon. Only Lady Sun, dowager of
Taiyang, suspects that Lucas Corta is not dead, and
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more to the point—that he is still a major player in the

game. After all, Lucas always was the Schemer, and
even in death, he would go to any lengths to take back
everything and build a new Corta Helio, more powerful
than before. But Corta Helio needs allies, and to find
them, the fleeing son undertakes an audacious,
impossible journey--to Earth. In an unstable lunar
environment, the shifting loyalties and political
machinations of each family reach the zenith of their
most fertile plots as outright war erupts. Luna: Wolf Moon
continues Ian McDonald's saga of the Five Dragons.
Luna 1. Luna: New Moon 2. Luna: Wolf Moon 3. Luna:
Moon Rising At the Publisher's request, this title is being
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sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Legacy of Ash is an unmissable fantasy debut--an epic
tale of intrigue and revolution, soldiers and assassins,
ancient magic and the eternal clash of empires. A
shadow has fallen over the Tressian Republic. Ruling
families -- once protectors of justice and democracy -now plot against one another with sharp words and
sharper knives. Blinded by ambition, they remain
heedless of the threat posed by the invading armies of
the Hadari Empire. Yet as Tressia falls, heroes rise.
Viktor Akadra is the Republic's champion. A warrior
without equal, he hides a secret that would see him
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burned as a heretic. Josiri Trelanis Viktor's sworn

enemy. A political prisoner, he dreams of reigniting his
mother's failed rebellion. And yet Calenne Trelan, Josiri's
sister, seeks only to break free of their tarnished legacy;
to escape the expectation and prejudice that haunts the
family name. As war spreads across the Republic, these
three must set aside their differences in order to save
their home. Yet decades of bad blood are not easily set
aside. And victory -- if it comes at all -- will demand a
darker price than any of them could have imagined.
Keeper of the Lost Cities
The Story of a Tree, a Woman and the Struggle to Save
the Redwoods
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Luna Of Mine
Book Two of the Heritage Trilogy
Barefoot Dreams of Petra Luna
Copper Girl

A groundbreaking novel about a transgender teen, selected as a
National Book Award Finalist! Regan's brother Liam can't
stand the person he is during the day. Like the moon from
whom Liam has chosen his female name, his true self, Luna,
only reveals herself at night. In the secrecy of his basement
bedroom Liam transforms himself into the beautiful girl he
longs to be, with help from his sister's clothes and makeup.
Now, everything is about to change: Luna is preparing to
emerge from her cocoon. But are Liam's family and friends
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Compelling and
provocative, this is an unforgettable novel about a transgender
teen's struggle for self-identity and acceptance.
A LOCUS AWARD FINALIST FOR SCIENCE FICTION The
continuing saga of the Five Dragons, Ian McDonald's fastpaced, intricately plotted space opera pitched as Game of
Thrones meets The Expanse A hundred years in the future, a
war wages between the Five Dragons—five families that control
the Moon’s leading industrial companies. Each clan does
everything in their power to claw their way to the top of the
food chain—marriages of convenience, corporate espionage,
kidnapping, and mass assassinations. Through ingenious
political manipulation and sheer force of will, Lucas Cortas
rises from the ashes of corporate defeat and seizes control of the
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Moon. The onlyBy
person
who
can stop him
is a brilliant lunar
lawyer, his sister, Ariel. Witness the Dragons' final battle for
absolute sovereignty in Ian McDonald's heart-stopping finale to
the Luna trilogy. Luna 1. Luna: New Moon 2. Luna: Wolf
Moon 3. Luna: Moon Rising At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
At age twelve, Sophie learns that the remarkable abilities that
have always caused her to stand out identify her as an elf, and
after being brought to Eternalia to hone her skills, discovers
that she has secrets buried in her memory for which some
would kill.
Little Women gets a Nevermoor twist in this bewitching novel
about a young girl tasked to break a centuries-old curse or risk
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Butterfly HillMarigold Lafleur is
losing her beloved
the last of a long line of aromages: witches who blend scents into
practical charms using aromagic. But ever since a terrible
accident injured her father and damaged Luna Island,
Marigold and her sisters, Birdie and Lou, have vowed to
abandon their family legacy and mama’s way of life. Shunned
by their neighbors and overlooked by their parents, Marigold
relies on her big sisters above all else. But when Marigold
discovers a secret curse that threatens her family, her sisters
can't stop the impending danger. It’s up to Marigold and her
best friend, Sam, to uncover the origins of the curse and break
the spell. To do so, she must learn to trust her instincts and
believe in her own unique magic or risk losing her beloved
sisters forever.
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Inheritors
The Legacy
The First Men in the Moon
Plant Whatever Brings You Joy
The Overstory: A Novel

This collection of Julia Butterfly
Hill's personal writing and
illustrations will satisfy the legions
of readers and environmentalists who
have come to admire and respect this
environmental activist. Thousands of
people followed her travails during her
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180
feet Hill
up in Luna, the
legendary redwood tree.Here are
powerful portraits inspired by nature,
from a life dedicated to preserving our
planet. In poetry, prose, and pen and
ink drawings, Julia continues to reveal
the spiritual beauty in the natural
world and its importance in all our
lives.
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in Fiction
Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize
New York Times Bestseller A New York
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Times Notable
Book
and Hill
a Washington
Post, Time, Oprah Magazine, Newsweek,
Chicago Tribune, and Kirkus Reviews
Best Book of 2018 "The best novel ever
written about trees, and really just
one of the best novels, period." —Ann
Patchett The Overstory, winner of the
2019 Pulitzer Prize in Fiction, is a
sweeping, impassioned work of activism
and resistance that is also a stunning
evocation of—and paean to—the natural
world. From the roots to the crown and
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seeds,
Richard
twelfth novel unfolds in concentric
rings of interlocking fables that range
from antebellum New York to the late
twentieth-century Timber Wars of the
Pacific Northwest and beyond. There is
a world alongside ours—vast, slow,
interconnected, resourceful,
magnificently inventive, and almost
invisible to us. This is the story of a
handful of people who learn how to see
that world and who are drawn up into
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its unfolding
catastrophe.
In the spirit of The Orphan Train and
Before We Were Yours, a historical
debut about a nurse who chooses to save
a baby's life, and risks her own in the
process, exploring the ties of
motherhood and the little-known history
of Coney Island and America's first
incubators. A nurse's choice. A
daughter's search for answers. New York
City, 1926. Nurse Althea Anderson's
heart is near breaking when she
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witnessesByanother
premature
baby die at
Bellevue Hospital. So when she reads an
article detailing the amazing survival
rates of babies treated in incubators
in an exhibit at Luna Park, Coney
Island, it feels like the miracle she
has been searching for. But the doctors
at Bellevue dismiss Althea and this
unconventional medicine, forcing her to
make a choice between a baby's life and
the doctors' wishes that will change
everything. Twenty-five years later,
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falling
mother has just passed, she quit a job
she loves, and her marriage is
struggling. Then she discovers a letter
that brings into question everything
she knew about her mother, and
everything she knows about herself. The
Light of Luna Park is a tale of courage
and an ode to the sacrificial love of
mothers.
We've watched the Romanian Grey Wolves
find their true mates, fight against
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evil and By
reunite
with the
lupis in the world. Now we will see
just how the most powerful Alpha in
their history met his match with the
woman who became his mate, and helped
him become the man he needed to be in
order to lead. Every life leaves behind
a legacy. Every story has a beginning
and an end. The Alpha of the Romania
Grey Wolves knows this better than
most. He also knows it’s the things
that transpire to create that legacy
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and the experiences,
triumphs
and
failures that happen in the middle of
the story that matter. His story began
a century ago and now a tragedy has led
him to his rightful place as Alpha of
the Eastern Romania pack. Before he led
hundreds, he had to learn to lead a
few. Before he sacrificed for all, he
had to be willing to sacrifice for any.
Before he could be the man destined to
save his race he had to be willing to
serve them. In order to be raised up he
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only one who could do this and live,
only one who could light his way when
the darkness closed in; his mate, his
Luna. This is the building of their
legacy, the middle of their story.
Their triumphs, their failures, and
their tragedy’s that would one day make
them strong enough to restore a race
torn apart by greed, envy, and fear.
Luna & Me
American Earth
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Legacy ofByAsh
Lycan Legacy - Prey
A Legacy of Darkness Trilogy Book Two
Luna: Wolf Moon
Author and activist McKibben gathers the
essential American writings that changed
the way the public looks at the natural
world. "American Earth" features essays by
Walt Whitman, Rachel Carson, Barbara
Kingsolver, Michael Pollan, and dozens
more.
"Social activism combines with
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in thisButterfly
picture book
bio
of Julia Butterfly Hill and Luna, the
thousand-year-old redwood tree whose life
she saved"-Four sisters with very special abilities.
An evil presence threatening to destroy
them. Will their powerful bond be enough
to save each other? Sisters of Element is
the first book in a series about the Luna
sisters, four Mexican American young women
living in present-day Percival Falls,
Washington. Lina, Val, Zo, and Rory Luna
have special abilities based on the
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Having lost their parents at an early age,
the sisters have an unbreakable bond. When
faced with a dark force that threatens
their very existence, they don't hesitate
to fiercely protect each other -- even if
it means the ultimate sacrifice. Lina has
it all -- her soulmate Gabriel, her dream
job, and a close-knit relationship with
her three younger sisters. But meeting her
sister Val's new boyfriend triggers a
series of nightmares leaving Lina
frightened that something terrible is
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about to happen
her sister.
Little does
she know, she and her family are in even
more danger than they could have imagined.
Readers will go on a magical and
mysterious journey with the Luna sisters.
The characters will share their inner
strength, their sacrifice, their
resilience, and the power of sisterhood.
At its heart, Sisters of Element is a
story about unconditional love and how
with it, you can overcome even the
greatest obstacles.
Descendants of Spanish Colonial settlers
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have been practicing
subsistence
farming
along the Rio Grande for over 250 years.
As that same river became the
international boundary between the US and
Mexico in 1848, landownership and the
landscape began to change. As issues in
Mexico such as the Mexican Revolution
pushed families over the river into the
Rio Grande Valley of Texas, many folks
established themselves as farmers along
side the new arrivals from the American
Midwest in the early 1900s. The guarantee
of successful year-round farming was a
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willing
and able to embark on that challenge. As
their life in the US began with some time
in Los Ebanos, the family eventually found
themselves purchasing land and farming in
Edinburg. Today Luna family members are
still farming in a section of northwest
Edinburg fondly referred to as "Lunaville"
by fellow farmers.
The Last Vessel
Like Son
The Luna Legacy: A Historical Conspiracy
Mystery Thriller
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Sisters of Element

In the future, earth's warriors have conquered the heavens. But
on a distant world, Humanity is in chains ... Many millennia ago,
the human race was enslaved by the An -- a fearsome alien
people whose cruel empire once spanned the galaxies, until
they were defeated and consigned to oblivion. But a research
mission to the planet Ishtar has made a terrifying -- and fatal -discovery: the Ahanu, ancestors of the former masters, live on,
far from the reach of Earth -- born weapons and technology ...
and tens of thousands of captive human souls still bow to their
iron will. Now Earth's Interstellar Marine Expeditionary Unit
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improbable as it is
essential to humankind's future, embarking on a ten-year
voyage to a hostile world to face an entrenched enemy driven
by dreams of past glory and intent once more on domination.
For those who, for countless generations, have known nothing
but toil and subjugation must be granted, at all costs, the
precious gift entitled to all of their star-traveling kind: freedom!
Legacy of LunaThe Story of a Tree, a Woman, and the
Struggle to Save the RedwoodsHarper Collins
2022 Pura Belpré Honor Book NYPL Best Book of 2021 Texas
Bluebonnet Master List Selection NPR Best Book of 2021
Based on a true story, the tale of one girl's perilous journey to
cross the U.S. border and lead her family to safety during the
Mexican Revolution. "Wrenching debut about family, loss, and
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finding the strength
to carry
on."—Booklist,
"Blazes bright, gripping readers until the novel's last
page."—Publishers Weekly, starred review "Vital and perilous
and hopeful."—Alan Gratz, New York Times bestselling author
of Refugee It is 1913, and twelve-year-old Petra Luna's mama
has died while the Revolution rages in Mexico. Before her papa
is dragged away by soldiers, Petra vows to him that she will
care for the family she has left—her abuelita, little sister Amelia,
and baby brother Luisito—until they can be reunited. They flee
north through the unforgiving desert as their town burns,
searching for safe harbor in a world that offers none. Each night
when Petra closes her eyes, she holds her dreams close,
especially her long-held desire to learn to read. Abuelita calls
these barefoot dreams: "They're like us barefoot peasants and
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Through battlefields and deserts, hunger and fear, Petra will
stop at nothing to keep her family safe and lead them to a
better life across the U.S. border—a life where her barefoot
dreams could finally become reality. "Dobbs' wrenching debut,
about family, loss, and finding the strength to carry on,
illuminates the harsh realities of war, the heartbreaking
disparities between the poor and the rich, and the racism faced
by Petra and her family. Readers will love Petra, who is as
strong as the black-coal rock she carries with her and as
beautiful as the diamond hidden within it."—Booklist, starred
review
In 2007, Mike Ladd walked the River Torrens from its source to
the sea, taking notes as he went. First appearing as a popular
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the Adelaide
Review
Cathy Brooks, Karrawirra Parri is a beguiling social and natural
history of the river, and a delightful meditation on literature and
walking.
Legacy of Luna
Angel de la Luna and the 5th Glorious Mystery
Final Fantasy XV Official Works
Finally You
An Exciting Novel of Suspense
Book One of The Legacy Trilogy
After her record-breaking two year tree sit, Julia Butterfly
Hill has ceaslessly continued her efforts to promote
sustainability and ecologically-minded ways to save the
old-growth redwoods she acted so valiantly to protect.
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with what they
yearn for most -- her advice on how to promote change
and improve the health of the planet, distilled into an
essential handbook. This book will be accessible to
school-aged children, while accomodating the audience
of parents and teachers who look to Julia as an example
of how one person can "change the world." Packed with
a variety of charts, diagrams, and interesting factoids,
the book will be broken down into a series of steps and
easy-to-follow lessons. It will be written broadly so as to
accommodate all kinds of activism, though its core focus
will be on environmental issues.
"Prey," whispered my inner wolf. There was a certain
beauty, a certain simplicity, to her animal mindset. She
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was quick to label
anything we
met as "Pack,"
"Predator," or "Prey." Together, wolf and woman, we
always managed to tell where anyone stood. Until the day
we met that damned Magician in Tokyo. *** Luna White is
a runaway, a lone werewolf running from her home and
pack and her Alpha's obsession with using her to expand
the pack; a plan that would have devastating
consequences for Luna. She runs to Tokyo, where
American werewolf packs are unknown. With a big
personality and ego to match; she lands in Tokyo with a
splash. Mason Carter is a Magician. He traveled from
America and settled in Tokyo. He doesn’t care for
werewolves; their lack of control runs against the
principles of magic. However, Mason has a secret; he
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knows how to help
the incredibly
rare female
keep from losing their minds during pregnancy. He won't
reveal this to any werewolf, fearing that unrestrained
breeding of werewolf litters will destabilize the
supernatural community. The clash between the powerful
Alpha and a Magician threatens not only Luna but the
burgeoning love she feels for Mason.
I thought that the hardest thing I would have to face this
year would be Trial Month.Gods, I was naïve. My name is
Luna Moon. Don't ask me what I am, because
complicated doesn't even begin to cut it. I recently found
out that everything I knew to be true has been a lie.
Including who I am.The goddesses and their chosen
Guardians have been keeping a secret, and in the wrong
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We are the only thing that stands in the way of the
realms' greatest evil escaping his eternal prison. Scratch
that, I'M the only thing standing in his way. Themis'
scales have tipped. Nobody is safe. Nothing is as it
seems. No one can be trusted.***Author Note***The Last
Vessel is the first book in The Chronicles of Luna Moon
series. This will not be your ordinary love story, for they
are not your typical heroes. The Last Vessel is a mediumburn reverse harem intended for readers 18 years and
over. It contains strong language, violence, and adult
themes. The series also contains overbearing,
overprotective, Alpha males who will try anything to keep
Luna safe...I did say 'try', right?
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An Arrow to the Moon
Walking the Torrens from Source to Sea
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